4BBB Scorecard
New Team scorecard for PPG

4BBB Scorecard

A new scorecard format that allows use of a single Team scorecard for 4BBB events
(rather than 2 individual cards) has been introduced.

Entry of scores onto the single Team 4BBB card is performed in the same manner as
marking as single card, with the exception that the scoring player on each hole must
be indicated in the new columns provided...

The card has the names of each player printed in the top right section, and which
player is Player 1 or Player 2. This is important to note when scoring the card.

The scorecard has two columns added to the right-hand side of the scoring grid,
labelled Player 1 and Player 2. The boxes in these columns are used to mark whether
Player 1 or Player 2 returned the best Net score on the hole.

"The scoring player is the player with the best Net score on each hole,
however the score marked in the score grid remains the Gross Score that that
player retuned."
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The grid should be marked with a "X" in the box representing the Gross Score
returned by the scoring player on the hole. The computer will calculate the Net
Score and/or Result on each hole based on the score and the scoring player's
handicap and stroke index.

"One of the Player1 or Player 2 boxes must also be marked on each hole to
record which player score is recorded in the grid."

Note: In a 4BBB event, every hole should be marked with a score in the main score
grid (or a pick up noted), and also the scoring player marked in the P1 or P2 column.

The card above is a 4BBB Stableford event.

In 4BBB Stroke you will write the Gross and Net Score of each player (or the scoring
player at a minimum) and then mark the grid with a "X" in the box applicable to the
Gross Score of the scoring player.

At completion of the round the Team score will be the total Net Score or Result
returned, and should be written in the Team score area on the card as per the
example above.
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In a 4BBB Par event you will record the Gross Score and the Results (+/0/-) of each
player (or the scoring player at a minimum) and mark the grid with a "X" in the box
applicable to the Gross Score of the scoring player in the grid. The Team Result (total of
pluses and minuses) should be entered as the Team Score on the card...

If you are playing a 2BBB event, then recording of scores is done in exactly the same
manner as 4BBB events.

4Ball Aggregate events will continue to be marked on 2 individual cards and the
resultant aggregate card will be calculated by the computer system.

Scorecard Check List
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•

Mark the Gross Score returned by the player returning the best Net score
on each hole

•

Mark the Player 1 or Player 2 box on each hole to identify the player
whose score is marked

•

Total the Net Score or Result and write in the Team score area

•

Both players Sign the card

•

Scan the card to record the results into the computer system.

